Impact of scanning direction on heart rate at certain levels of heart in electrocardiogram-gated 16-multidetector computed tomography angiography of coronary artery bypass grafts.
To assess impact of scanning direction on heart rates at certain levels of heart in electrocardiogram-gated 16-multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) detection of coronary artery bypass grafts and native coronary arteries. Ninety patients with 219 grafts were studied by 16-MDCT. Forty-five patients were scanned craniocaudally. The remaining 45 patients were scanned caudocranially. Heart rates at each level were noted and compared between the 2 groups. The difference between mean heart rates of craniocaudal and caudocranial groups was found to be statistically significant at midcardiac, internal mammary artery origin, and cardiac base levels (P < 0.05). For the remaining levels, there was no statistically significant difference in mean heart rates. Performing electrocardiogram-gated 16-MDCT angiography for the evaluation of coronary arteries and bypass grafts in caudocranial direction provides lower heart rate at midcardiac and cardiac base levels of the heart, which are more prone to motion artifacts.